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Power Readings Social Political Theory
The conservative push to ban critical race theory rests on idea that speech should be curtailed because it makes some people uncomfortable
...
The Conservative Case Against Banning Critical Race Theory
And I also find that it allows, in particular, people who have identities that afford them comparative social power the ability to maintain ... no. If
you really read the essential readings in ...
Critical Race Theory, Comic Books and the Power of Public Schools
The concept of critical race theory has become more of a hot-button issue across the country in recent months.
360: What is critical race theory and why is it causing controversy in Colorado schools?
Obviously they don’t get that one of the main points of critical race theory is that to understand racism in our history only as a matter of
prejudice or bias—as a matter of individuals who are ...
Cultural Hysteria: The battles over what we teach in history class is not about Critical Race Theory
It may resemble a serious academic discipline, but it’s really just a fancy argument for racial preferences.
Critical Race Theory Is a Hustle
"[These] essays together form an extraordinary response, and radical but not self-righteous challenge, to Heidegger's unambiguous
complicity with ...
The Heidegger Case: On Philosophy and Politics
The forces of freedom are challenged everywhere by a newly energized spirit of tyranny, whether it is Jihadist terrorism, Putin's imperialism,
or the ambitions of China's dictatorship, writes Waller R ...
A History of Power, Injustice, and Terror
And yet this vision advanced, became more complex, and found new audiences thorough its intimate connection to the social and political
tensions ... his own “theory” of rhetorical criticism—close ...
Rethinking Rhetorical Theory, Criticism, and Pedagogy: The Living Art of Michael C. Leff
Critical race theory advocates should tout the importance of their efforts rather than merely attacking critics, Chicago Tribune columnist
Clarence Page writes.
Opinion: Can the left defend critical race theory? Or merely oppose its critics?
Reading John ... really motivates political leaders?” June 19), in which he asserts that, unlike “Constitutionally constrained” Republicans,
Democrats are “power-obsessed.” ...
Community Voices: Power and its abusers
The Conservative Political Action Conference's summer gathering in Dallas over the weekend showcased the hold President Donald Trump -and the conspiracy theories he is touting -- have over the ...
CPAC 2021: 5 takeaways from the summer gathering in Texas
Even after Johnston County board members approved a change to district policy that mandates teachers stick with North Carolina education
standards, dozens of ...
Group protests critical race theory during Johnston County School Board meeting
That effort isn’t about critical race theory; it’s about power and who gets to shape ideas ... “The core idea is that racism is a social construct
and that it is not merely the product ...
Fights against critical race theory are about power, and the left should stop engaging
These conversations are what inspired them to write Postcolonial Astrology: Reading ... theory. Throughout their nuanced and intricate
analysis, astrology becomes a way to break political and ...
The Astrological Is Political
Critical race theory investigates the role and place of race at the intersection of law, social mores and political power. Not exactly a new thing,
it’s been around since the 1970s. Those ...
Critical race theory focuses on understanding everyone’s role in America’s history
The second and equally as important point is that CRT is being used as a political volleyball and the entire theory itself ... the superior social
status of those in power.
Opinion: Critical race theory is an alarm clock. Without it, America will remain asleep.
It is a battle over who has the political power to interpret ... policy and social conditions today.” They also passed a bill that bans the teaching
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of critical race theory in public and charter ...
Can Critical Race Theory Reframe American History Successfully?
The attack on Jovenel Moïse is just the latest episode in the country's long history of political instability.
Haitian president killed while trying to cling to power
Link theory with real world ... of the world around them. Political scientists also share a common interest: the public arena of human society,
the uses of power and persuasion, and the ideas that ...
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